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Background 
 
Edinburgh Centre for Carbon Innovation (ECCI) 
The ECCI collaborates with government, enterprise and academics to help craft 
smart climate and energy policy. They bring networks together to create face-to-face 
and online learning programmes that build the capacity and skills required to 
succeed in a low carbon future. 
 
The Centre, visited by 1,200 people monthly, serves as an incubator for green start-
ups and is available for hire. The building is the first historic, refurbished building in 
the UK to achieve the building sustainability BREEAM Outstanding Award. 
 
[ECCI business runner up in Indian award. –unable to fact check] 
 
Key Points 
 
A better, healthier safer future can only be created if we have the right people, ideas, 
technology and resources collaborating to make it happen. The ECCI have created a 
hub to allow collaboration between academia, government and the private sector. 
 
This collaboration has required a culture change requiring Scottish Government 
policy teams and academics work together. 
 
The ECCI also joins up forward thinkers to develop large-scale low carbon projects. 
They use its network to help companies drive innovation into their supply chains and 
create new kinds of low carbon products and services. 
 
The ECCI are working on low carbon projects in developing nations (through its 
Bridge Project) and with corporations seeking to be energy efficient.  
 
The ECCI works with University of Edinburgh Business School on its MSc in Carbon 
Finance, the world's first programme dedicated to professionals in the field of low 
carbon finance and investment. 
 
 
 
 

http://edinburghcentre.org/Bridge-Project.html


The University of Edinburgh Carbon Targets 
The University of Edinburgh are investing for long term savings over 25/50 years and 
aims, subject to refinement, to cut emissions by 42% by 2020 and aims to have zero 
carbon emissions by 2040. It will announce its Zero Carbon Target in the summer.  
To achieve this target, the University has installed a combined heat and power 
system (CHP) that provides district heating across the campus.  
 

ClimateXChange 
Ragne Low 
 
ClimateXChange is Scotland's centre of expertise on climate change.  
 
ClimateXChange provides the Scottish Government (and associated public 
agencies) with research, advice and analysis. 
 
They bring together different viewpoints to promote forward thinking and join up 
similar projects, supporting local communities. 
Its research covers behavioural, technological, social and cultural practices. They 
have also looked at the move towards data matching supply and demand relating to 
shifts in suppliers.  
 
District Heating:  Hydrogen is seen as the silver bullet as it requires little change on 

from the consumer; however, cost discovery still has to be done.  
No one knows what will work in 10 years. 
Assumptions need to be made regarding future developments to 
hit targets.  
Projects need to trialled at scale.  
Try it, if it doesn’t work - move on. 
Projects need to be able to fail. 

 
Cost of Carbon Capture at Scale: They are currently looking at the risks relating to 
carbon capture; relating to cost and capacity.  
 

 
Ed Craig, ECCI Head of Enterprise & Innovation 
 
Many development opportunities in Asia and the United States 
 
The growing demand for renewables in India and China. 
 
ECCI are assisting SMEs in developing trading partners.  
 
ECCI took 21 small and medium-sized enterprises over to the Hong Kong Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry, ECCI have plans to move into the Shanghai market. 
 
SMEs need support to enter foreign markets. ECCI assist in making these markets 
accessible them and help them scale. 
 
 



Community Energy Scotland 

Meeting hosted by: Felicity Sargent, Tower Power Development Officer 
Benny Talbot, Development Officer Local Energy 
Economies 

 
Community Energy Scotland (CES) receives funding from the Scottish Government, 
UK Government and the EU. 
 
CES have a community renewables project in Orkney that generates hydrogen from 
wind and tidal energy and uses that hydrogen to avoid grid limitations. It also 
supplies important local demand, like the inter-island ferries. 
 
Tower Power – The project is run in partnership with Our Power; Energy Local (its 

Welsh partner); TMA (for data), and, as there is the intention to roll 
it out to other areas, Edinburgh and Glasgow Councils.  

CES engaged with residents of Dumbiedykes last year but have 
agreed with Comas not to proceed with the trial. They are planning 
to run a small scale trial in another location and will come back to 
Dumbiedykes if we are successful demonstrating cheaper energy 
can be achieved in testing.  

 Tower power intends to operate a collective purchase system 
where participants come together to buy electricity from the grid 
together.  

 “Energy Sovereignty” – Tower Power creates a group bargaining 
with a supplier. 

 Looking at a 20% reduction in energy rates. 

 Challenges: Ensuring that Community are engaged 

  Local Supply: There is no direct mechanism for Community Groups 
to alter energy pricing – this is essential for the projects to proceed. 

 There needs to be a collective relationship between community and 
supplier. 

Metering technologies (smart meters) – Pre-payment metering – 
delays in the smart meter roll out due to the lack of pre-paid smart 
meters (half of all participants are on pre-payment meters) – pre 
paid meters may need to be custom made. 

 Targeted investment is required, similar to those in rural funding. 

The model has been developed on a technical front, still a lot of 
work required using existing regulation. Due to technological 
progress, momentum is an issue. 

The data is not available for aggregated electricity supply versus 
district heating. 

It needs to be determined who is responsible for forward 
purchasing in case of a surcharge. 

http://www.communityenergyscotland.org.uk/towerpower.asp
https://our-power.co.uk/
http://www.energylocal.co.uk/about-us/
http://www.tma.co.uk/


Local energy generation will be from solar pv, however, Tower 
Power cannot base its estimates on potential local generation. 


